
Brazilians 
Storm to 
Lead on 3 
Wins! 
Germans 
Slumber...
Brazil scored 7 goals, gave away one, 
and stamped it’s placehold on the COE 
World Cup.  Goalscoring, celebrations, 
and a brash confidence, were 
trademarks of the Brazilians 3rd 
round samba.  Of course pressure will 
mount in the Final Round as teams 
prep to defend the Brazilian attack.  
Can they play through the pressure 
and lift yet another cup for Football’s 
Dream Nation.  Meanwhile Germany, 
after leading rounds 1 and 2, lost 3 in 
a row to drop into 3rd place in their 
group, while Holland and Iceland 
claimed the top spot, and Singapore 
made a surprising jump to striking 
distance.  USA lost it’s defensive 
touch, but playing down 2 men was 
not helpful.  As the suspense builds 
for finals night, FIFA coordinators are 
hoping for an exciting conclusion!

After being counted out in the first 
two rounds, the non-traditional 
World Cup nations of Congo and 
Singapore, both had tremendous 
outings in Round 3.  Heads were 
turned as many of the traditional 
favorites saw the Congoans and 
Singaporans move within striking 
distance by grabbing 16 points 

between the two of them. “It’s all 
about the last night” claimed Coach 
Peav, head manager of Singapore.  
With favorites and traditional 
powerhouses, Brazil, Holland, 
Germany all ready to claim their 
spot on the victory stand, the 
underdogs may have something to 
say about it after all. 

Congo, Singapore On Move

HOT OUTSIDE! IS IT THIS HOT IN 
ANTIGUA? COOLING OFF REQUIRES 
ALL KINDS OF INNOVATION. ANTIGUA 
COOLED OFF WEDNESDAY BY 
DROPPING 3 IN A ROW. 

SUSPICIOUS: Coach Alex was suspected of 
player tampering, which led to a FIFA 
investigation of several coaches including Paulo, 
Hanna, and Coach Tom.  Decisions to be 
rendered after the Finals...  

ICELAND still alive! Iceland has been up and 
down in the 2010 COE World Cup.  A 
surprising defeat to Singapore lifted one nation 
and left another with many questions to 
answer.  
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